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ABSTRACT

In this study, we provide a framework to perform automated adaptive viscous flow

simulations. In this framework, a novel adaptive spatial discretization (meshing)

technique, dictated by a posteriori directional error indicators, is developed and

applied to properly compute key flow features, especially near-wall quantities like

wall shear. The approach is well suited for applications where exact knowledge of

the mesh resolution required to adequately resolve viscous flow features of inter-

est, like flow separation, flow re-attachment, free shear layer, swirling flow, shock-

wave/boundary-layer interaction, is unknown a priori and hence, allows for effective

use of degrees of freedom.

Directional error indicators are used to determine the mesh size requirements

that match the desired element size in all directions to the highly anisotropic and

varied physical length scales present in the problem. A mesh metric field is defined

to specify the desired anisotropic size distribution that is required to drive mesh

adaptivity. The mesh metric based adaptive meshing technique developed in this

work is employed to construct meshes with desirable attributes of high-aspect ratio,

orthogonal, layered and graded elements near viscous wall regions (commonly known

as boundary layer meshes), that are suitable for viscous flow simulations.

We demonstrate the capabilities of the current developments by applying them

to problems in two important applications areas involving cardiovascular and aero-

dynamic flows. In these cases, we illustrate that key wall quantities of interest like

wall shear stress can be effectively obtained by using adapted boundary layer meshes.

We also show that viscous flow features like shock-wave/boundary-layer interaction

are well captured by using boundary layer mesh adaptivity. In this way, this work

provides a reliable and useful computational tool that can be used by researchers for

design and development purposes. We also propose the steps required to overcome

the challenges and bottlenecks involved in making these developments amenable to

the next generation of large-scale complex problems (requiring massively parallel

computations) both in terms of flow phenomena and geometries.
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